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Federalism, federal
rules and anti-SLAPP
Continued from page 1

Sam Attal / Special to the Daily Journal

Retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, left, and California Supreme Court Chief Justice
Tani Cantil-Sakauye speak about civics education at an Association of Business Trial Lawyers event.

Legal leaders focus on civics
Former, current high
court justices tout
education as key to
cutting down on crime
By John Roemer
Daily Journal Staff Writer

S

AN FRANCISCO — As
a junior cowgirl growing
up on her demanding
father’s Arizona ranch,
Sandra Day O’Connor had a flat
tire while driving lunch in an old
pickup to a roundup crew.
Fixing the tire made her two
and a half hours late delivering the meal, the retired U.S.
Supreme Court justice told a
meeting of the Association of
Business Trial Lawyers here
Tuesday. Her father glared angrily; she apologized, she said.
“Well, you should have started
earlier,” O’Connor, 83, quoted
his grumpy retort, leaving unsaid the status she would later
gain as the first woman on the
high court after 191 years of
male exclusivity.
Co-starring at the event was
California’s chief justice, Tani G.
Cantil-Sakauye, who disclosed
that her brief post-law school
stint as a blackjack dealer in a
Reno, Nev., casino when she
couldn’t find work as a lawyer
was helpful to her career.
“First, they taught us eight

hours a day how to count to 21,”
she joked about training for the
post. “But then it got interesting.
As the dealer at the table, you’re
anonymous. So I’d watch lawyers there talking about cases.
You could read disappointment,
joy, posturing. It gave me a great
feel for picking a jury when I
joined the district attorney’s
office.”

‘The [judicial]
branch is the
receptacle for
failures in the
schools. The
link to civics
education is how
we keep kids
engaged.’
— Chief Justice Tani CantilSakauye

Turning serious, both women
stressed their conviction that
civics education must be revived
to amp up active citizenship, involve youth in government and
cut crime.
O’Connor has established a
website, iCivics.org, featuring

interactive video games that let
players run for president, pass
legislation and manage a firm
specializing in constitutional
law.
“Young people can learn
how our government works,”
O’Connor said.
“Have you suggested that
Congress might want to take a
look?” asked Fern M. Smith, a
former Northern District judge
who
moderated
Tuesday’s
event.
“I hope Congress stays out of
it,” O’Connor said, to laughter
from the audience.
For her part, Cantil-Sakauye,
54, devised a civic awareness
group named Your Constitution:
The Power of Democracy to help
empower youth.
The justice said she was inspired by learning that 700,000
California students were suspended from school in 2011 for
assorted disciplinary reasons.
Many turn delinquent. “The
[judicial] branch is the receptacle for failures in the schools,”
she said. “The link to civics
education is how we keep kids
engaged.”
“This is a group of lawyers,”
Smith said of O’Connor and
Cantil-Sakauye’s
audience.
“What can they do?”
“They’re
big
talkers,”
O’Connor said. “They can
spread the word.”
john_roemer@dailyjournal.com

Valley lawyer to lead patent office
Continued from page 1

ing a public position of that stature in
the government,” Beeman said.
“I’ve spent my career creating innovative technology or supporting
others creating innovative technology, and I view this as another step,”
Lee said in an interview.
Lee named a laundry list of priorities she wants to address in her new
position, including reducing the office’s backlog of patent applications,
aligning the U.S. patent system with
patent systems in other countries,
continuing implementation of the
American Invents Act, working on
legislation to reduce frivolous litigation and improving overall patent
quality.
She called the Innovation Act,
the patent litigation reform proposal
passed by the House of Representatives and pending in the U.S. Senate,
an effortto help “level the playing
field,” and she said she is looking forward to working with congressional
leaders.
Bernard J. Knight Jr., a former general counsel of the patent office, said
Lee’s appointment was essential for
establishing leadership within the
agency, especially with the Innovation Act under consideration.
“With the legislation on the hill,
the PTO needs to have a voice,”
said Knight, who joined McDermott
Will & Emery as a Washington,
D.C.-based partner in July. “I think
Michelle is an excellent choice to be
deputy director. She’s smart, she’s
a good manager, she has command
of the issues and she’s a pleasure to
work with.”
Peter Pappas, a former top admin-
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istrator at the patent office, said Lee
had a “deep understanding” of the
patent system and the related policy
issues.
A lawyer and engineer by trade,
Lee first gained exposure to the
patent office by serving on the Patent Public Advisory Committee,
whose members are appointed by
the secretary of commerce to advise
the patent office on policies, budget
matters and user fees.
Lee led a PTO satellite office in
Menlo Park, created following enactment of the America Invents Act
that provided for new patent office
locations.
The patent office announced
earlier this year that it plans to set
up shop in San Jose’s City Hall with
assistance from California’s state
government.
Neil A. Smith, a veteran Bay Area
intellectual property lawyer who was
formerly one of the first Patent Trial
and Appeal Board judges in the Silicon Valley satellite office, said Lee’s

collaboration skills are among her
notable strengths.
“She has been wonderful at networking and contact development
within Silicon Valley, without a patent office in Silicon Valley, without
the examiners and support of a permanent office,” Smith said.
John Cabeca, a senior adviser at
the patent office, will succeed Lee as
director of the agency’s Silicon Valley office. He began his professional
career as a patent examiner and was
promoted within the patent office
and also to other positions with the
Department of Commerce.
The patent office has struggled
to find leadership following the departure of former director David J.
Kappos to Cravath, Swaine & Moore
LLP in February. Teresa Stanek Rea,
the patent office’s acting director following the departure of Kappos, officially left the patent office this month
to join Crowell & Moring LLP.
kevin_lee@dailyjournal.com

counterclaim for defamation per
se against its one-time customer.
Makaeff filed an anti-SLAPP
motion, which the trial court denied. On appeal, the 9th Circuit
reversed with a straightforward
application of the statute.
Concurrences filed by Chief
Judge Alex Kozinski and Judge
Richard A. Paez, however, signaled the pair would welcome
a chance to rehear the case en
banc. Trump University jumped
at the opportunity, filing a petition that largely echoed the
judges’ arguments: (1) The antiSLAPP statute conflicts with the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
and thus, under the Erie doctrine,
it has no application in federal
courts; and (2) in any event, the
trial court ruling initially denying
the motion should not have been
immediately appealable under
the collateral order doctrine.
Current 9th Circuit precedent
— respectively, United States ex
rel. Newsham v. Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co., 190 F.3d 963 (9th
Cir. 1999), and Batzel v. Smith,
333 F.3d 1018 (9th Cir. 2003)
— clearly forecloses both arguments.
In denying Trump University’s
petition, the 9th Circuit did more
than guarantee the continued
viability of anti-SLAPP motions
in federal court. With the joint
concurrence of Judge Kim Wardlaw — the underlying majority opinion’s author — and Judge
Consuelo (“Connie”) Callahan,
the 9th Circuit highlighted the
continued relevance of federalism
and reaffirmed the high standard
for taking a case en banc.
As the petition for rehearing en
banc advanced two arguments, so
Wardlaw and Callahan delivered
twin rebukes in a 16-page concurral joined by Judges Ronald
Gould and William Fletcher. The
first point of contention — antiSLAPP’s application in federal
court — is easily mistaken for
dry wrangling over the import
of Shady Grove Orthopedic Associates v. Allstate Insurance Co., 559
U.S. 393 (2010), a case establishing that states may not add to
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
23’s requirements for bringing a
class action. Under Shady Grove,
because Rule 23 provides categorically that class actions “may
be maintained” if its “specified
criteria” are satisfied, a New York
statute purporting to impose further requirements represented a
direct conflict and had no application in federal court.
Any conflict between the antiSLAPP statute and the federal
rules is less clear, a point implicitly acknowledged by Judge Paul
Watford’s dissental, in which he
asserted that “[v]iewed through
Shady Grove’s lens, California’s
anti-SLAPP statute conflicts with
federal Rules 12 and 56.” The
dissental’s apparent struggle to
cleanly apply Shady Grove in support of its conclusion teed up an
evocative rebuttal from Wardlaw
and Callahan: “The dissent’s
assertion that Rules 12 and 56 together define a cohesive system
for weeding out meritless claims
that is akin to Rule 23’s categorical rule turns Shady Grove’s lens
into a kaleidoscope.” The judges
then proceeded to apply Shady
Grove’s textual approach, reasoning that because “Rules 12 and
56 do not provide that a plaintiff
is entitled to maintain his suit if
their requirements are met” and
instead “provide various theories
upon which a suit may be disposed of before trial,” the antiSLAPP statute is a supplemental
substantive mechanism rather
than a conflicting rule.
From the original concurrences filed by Kozinski and Paez to
the rare competing concurral and
dissental, anti-SLAPP’s application in federal courts has recently
been a hot judicial topic, raising
the question why this bit of Erie
esoterica should vex judges so.
Kozinski himself, writing in defense of the “dissental” — a term
he coined — observed recently
in the Yale Law Journal’s online
component that such advisory
opinions “[i]nvariably ... address
issues that are of great moment

at the time.” Alex Kozinski &
James Burnham, “I Say Dissental, You Say Concurral,” 121 Yale
L.J. Online 601 (2012), http://
yalelawjournal.org/2012/04/10/
kozinski&burnham.html.
So, what’s so “great” about
Makaeff ?
The simple answer likely is the
“explosion ... of anti-SLAPP filings” in recent years, a testament
to the game-changing nature of
the statutory scheme. Grewal v.
Jammu, 191 Cal. App. 4th 977,
998-99 (2011). Special motions to
strike are an essential part of any
defense attorney’s arsenal. The
oft-utilized tool presents alreadyoverworked federal judges with
the unenviable, complex task of
weaving a layer of additional motion practice into the procedural
regime established by the federal
rules.
For Wardlaw and Callahan,
however, the stakes were higher.
Anti-SLAPP’s fit with the federal
rules might, in certain cases, be
complex, but the constitutionally defined relationship between
state and federal governments
requires that federal judges give
effect to California policy in this
instance. Largely subtextual, the
judges’ emphasis on federalism
surfaces in a late observation:
Judicial abrogation of the antiSLAPP statute’s grant of substantive immunity from suit in
federal court would undermine
California’s attempt to protect its
citizenry from strategic, punitive
litigation, thus inspiring the sort
of rights-altering “forum-shopping [that] chips away at ‘one of
the modern cornerstones of our
federalism.’” Quoting Hanna v.
Plumer, 380 U.S. 460, 474 (1965)
(Harlan, J., concurring). In other
words, plaintiffs able to invoke
federal or state court jurisdiction
would file in federal court to avoid
an anti-SLAPP challenge, and
defendants would effectively be
stripped of the option to remove
a state court complaint to federal
court because they would lose the
ability to bring an anti-SLAPP
challenge.
While this concern for federalism animates both parts
of their analysis, Wardlaw and
Callahan stake out simpler, but
equally strong, grounds for the
9th Circuit’s rejection of the invitation to overrule Batzel, which
held anti-SLAPP rulings are immediately appealable under the
collateral order doctrine. Under
Rule 35 of the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure, the judges
observed, whether Batzel was
wrongly decided is simply not
an appropriate subject of en banc
review. Thus this latter part of
the concurral is a good reminder
to practitioners and judges alike
of the rules governing en banc
rehearings. Just as the Supreme
Court is not in the business of error correction, the 9th Circuit will
not rehear a case en banc unless
“extraordinary circumstances exist,” the judges wrote. In the view
of Wardlaw and Callahan (and
the other judges signing on to
the opinion), en banc review was
not proper “[b]ecause the panel
opinion faithfully follow[ed] our
circuit’s precedent, create[d]
no inter-circuit split, d[id] not
present an issue of exceptional
importance, and because the
contrary result would create a
circuit split.”
While they subsequently argued Batzel was rightly decided,
the judges’ reminder that Rule 35
requires petitioners to establish
either (a) intra-circuit conflict or
nonconformance with a Supreme
Court precedent, or (b) that
“the proceeding involves one or
more questions of exceptional
importance” demonstrates that
even in the 9th Circuit, where
en banc review is relatively com-

mon, the practice is “not favored”
and unlikely in any given case.
As required by Rule 35, Trump
University’s petition stated that
both grounds for en banc review
existed. The petition did not support either of these conditions. It
never cited Shady Grove or identified any contrary authority from
the 9th Circuit (or any other circuit). It never demonstrated what
made the issue “extraordinarily”
important. Thus, active service
judges on the 9th Circuit were left
to divine Rule 35 grounds for en
banc review.
Tellingly, the dissental never
cited Rule 35, concluding obliquely that 9th Circuit “anti-SLAPP
jurisprudence runs afoul of two
separate lines of Supreme Court
precedent, both of which involve
matters fundamental to the operation of the federal courts.” This
indirect gesture toward both of
Rule 35’s requirements suggests
the petition’s fatal defect. In recognition of its status as a mere intermediate appellate court, most
active service 9th Circuit judges
were unwilling to second-guess
decisions that, for years, the Supreme Court had let stand.
The 9th Circuit’s denial of
rehearing en banc may come
as no surprise to those closely
following the workings of the
court. In a previous article, one
of us predicted anti-SLAPP would
survive in federal court because a
three-judge panel decided Doe v.
Gangland Products, 730 F.3d 946
(9th Cir. Sep. 16, 2013), during
the petition’s pendency, signaling the assault on anti-SLAPP
had gained little traction. For
now, anti-SLAPP is alive and well
— in the 9th Circuit and in federal
courts nationwide, where it has
become ingrained in the procedural fabric of federal courts.
And, in the process of affirming
anti-SLAPP’s compatibility with
the federal rules, the 9th Circuit
illustrated that true adherence to
Rule 35 is necessary for a case to
be reheard en banc.
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